ENGINEERS IMPROVE THEIR GAS ENGINE

A set of permanent metal patterns for the one and one-half horse power engine of another district and one
were spent in the engineer shop, one being prepared by students under the direction of Prof. A. V. O. Wright.
These patterns are for the parts of the engine which are to be left in the engine block, but they will be inserted with the metal to the making of uniform improvement and replacements which will be needed in the engine.

The winter concert was given in the University auditorium Thursday evening and was followed by an encore, "The Hill in the Sunset," which was probably as well received as any number on the program.

Second in points was Iowa, to take the title "Banjos, Live," and fifty first in the Minnesota Agricultural University, for the Intercollegiate Debate.

Some strong arguments were made for the affirmative, but the main points in the debate were made by the Minnesota Agricultural University, for the Intercollegiate Debate.

The team is composed of.

Mabel O'Brien, Associate Professor of Education.

Music Schools, Shepherd, President.

N. B. It will be too late if you wait until you go home.

HARASS BROWN HANCOCK HAWLEY

IOWA MEANS ADDRESS PHYSICAL SOCIETY

In short, the managers of the subject being investigated were asked to discuss the work in progress.
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The largest expense was the cost of the material used in the construction of the engine, which was a good deal over the previous year, and the second largest expense was the cost of the labor used in the construction of the engine, which was a good deal over the previous year.
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To fill vacancies in every department of the school work, operating under the new year, copies 12 per season, for ten months, 9 weeks, or any shorter period.

The New Brunswick
McInerny & Hanlon
121-123 Iowa Ave.

Bowling Billiards Barbering

Meet me at BUNT KIRK’S CIGAR STORE
Cigars, Tobacco, Soda Grill, Candies

BILLETTERIES stimulate the appetite, quicken the blood, develop the power of concentration. Our Billetteries are pure and genuine. We guarantee satisfaction.

WILLIE WRIGHT, PROP. AND MANAGER
115 E. Washington Street.

Phone 620
INTER COLLEGIATE DEBATE
IOWA VS ILLINOIS

Crippled Kids Now Attend Real School

Real Entertainments Shown by Thirty-Five Newcomers at Hospital.

Three-act autumn play was re-enacted on the seventh floor of the University hospital Tuesday morning for their first day of school in many months.

For some it is the first real acting for others a return after a long absence made necessary by their crippled condition. The delay caused by the lack of text books and reading materials in the room has only served to heighten the interest.

In the kindergarten room, Chris, although seated in a wheel-shot instead of at a desk, was making every effort from his half to an automatic pencil. Chris, although seated in a wheel-shot instead of at a desk, was making every effort from his half to an automatic pencil. Chris, although seated in a wheelchair instead of at a desk, was making every effort from his half to an automatic pencil.

The Intermediate and Grammar grades are divided into eight groups which will be instructed in the department of Miss Elsie Cutler, sister, who has been added to the force of teachers.

The Sigma Alpha Epsilon alumni took their monthly luncheon at the Lieutenant J. Jefferson Club last Thursday night.
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While Christmas shopping remember—that the day after tomorrow will soon be the day before yesterday.

Mark Cross goods such as we are showing, make it easy to choose gifts for both men and women.

COASTS’

Cotillion Clothes

There are clothes and clothes. When you are getting fitted out for the Cotillion be sure and get the new stuff. They cost no more. Look this list over before Friday night and see us if there is anything you are forgetting.

Dress Suit
Dress Tie
Dress overcoat
Dress Collar
Dress Vest
Dress Studs
Dress shirt
Dress Buttons
Dress Gloves
Silk Hose
Dress Hat
Silk Handkerchief

Bloom-Mayer Clothing Company

Mumma Gets Models to Aid Cadet Work

Receiving From Fort Leavenworth—Will Be Used by Engineering Corps.

A full set of models and tools for instruction in trench making on sand tables has been received from Fort Leavenworth by Capt. Morton C. Mumma, instructor in military tactics.

The equipment includes miniature trenches, houses, factories, churches, railroad trains, miniature sections of battalions of soldiers and eight separate companies. Also models of all the different kinds of trenches in use today are included in the material.

The engineering battalion in the cadet regiment will be given instruction in the making of all kinds of trenches, perimeters, embankments that would be made in actual warfare. Captain Mumma has had two large sand tables constructed for the use of the men in laying out the battle front.

They can construct barb wire entanglements, revetments for the protection of an embankment of earth, trenches, such as firing, gullies, other trenches, from 1912 to 1917, will soon be put into action by the National Guard.

The model was constructed by Lent, J. J. Painter, instructor, at the Fort Leavenworth barracks.

Bibliography of Faculty Writings to be Published

A new bibliography of the writings of members of the faculty was helped along by the printing of the fifteen ardent supporters of the respective topics which it discloses.

Ext Undergraduates to Meet Soon for Debate

Somewhat irregular for freshmen will be held on December 14. The question of the debate is “Resolved that every able-bodied citizen should be compelled to take two year of military training.” The meet will be given on December 14, with this question: “Resolved that every able-bodied citizen should be compelled to take two year of military training.”

Admission will remain at 10 cents; children 5 cents.
Phenomenal Holiday Events Tomorrow

We are prepared to supply a Christmas gift to every man, woman and child in Johnson County. AT A SAVING! Costs are advancing from day to day—many stocks cannot be duplicated for love or money. Therefore BUY NOW—they will not be unnecessary, now, ripe, complete. Buy earlier in the day. Our store service is at its best.

MICHIGAN EDUCATOR AND B. U. ELUMOGO VISITS OLD FRIENDS

Dr. A. M. Harvey, head of the department of pathology at the University of Michigan, and a residents of the University of Iowa, is in Iowa City visiting Dr. L. W. Dean and other friends. He is on his way home from Des Moines where he read a paper on "The Function of the Psychopathic Hospital" before the board of control and the superintendents of the state institutions.

The psychopathic hospital treats the mental problem and does not pronounce a man insane unless all the conditions of his life have been investigated. Particular attention is paid to the family conditions and the mode of living. If the patient is found to be mentally defective he is treated at the hospital, while if he is found to be criminally defective he is sent to the penitentiary. A great difference is placed between the two—criminal and the mental. Defective school children who are defective are examined and either treated at the hospital or their conditions of life changed.

A movement is being made by the state board of control to establish a psychopathic hospital here in connection with the University.